Gold Key, American Voices Nominee

Jacob Jordan, 16, Critical Essay, *Not Another*, Teacher – Matthew Clement
Alaia Singh, Personal Essay/Memoir, *And the Summer Was Over*, Teacher – Barbara Waterman
Sydney Sullivan, 14, Poetry, *Omaha Beach, One Man's Trash, Autumn's Sonnet, Outside the Lines*, Teachers – Nancie Atwell & Anne Merkel
Aidan Trotter, 16, Science Fiction/Fantasy, *Trait*, Teacher – Mandana Macpherson

Gold Key

Alexandra Augur, 13, Personal Essay/Memoir, *Keeping Pace*, Teacher – Ira Warshaw
Emma Bowe, 18, Poetry, *The Map of My Mother's Face*, Teacher – Kristen Kelley
Mallory Campbell, 17, Poetry, *7:56 am Pu erh tea*, Teacher – Kerry Herlihy
Sadie Cowles, 13, Personal Essay/Memoir, *One in Eight Million*, Teacher – Charlotte Agell
Liana Dudley Holland, 17, Short Story, *The Bottom of the River*, Teacher – John Goater
Liana Dudley Holland, 17, Writing Portfolio, *For Everything Gained*, Teacher – John Goater
Melanie Griffin, 16, Science Fiction/Fantasy, *The Feather*, Teacher – Theresa Griffin
Mary Hammond, 16, Poetry, *The Black Lullaby*, Teacher – Michele Birkenshaw

Shannon Kindred, 17, Poetry, *The Smell of Rice and Socks*, Teacher – Colleen Madden
Kiana Melvin, 17, Personal Essay/Memoir, *When the Lights Fade Away*, Teacher – Barbara Waterman
Afton Morton, 13, Short Story, *Commensalism In Humanity*, Teacher – Holly Dana
Afton Morton, 13, Short Story, *Playthings of Fear*, Teacher – Holly Dana
Gregory Nam, 15, Flash Fiction, *Bagged Lunch*, Teacher – Christopher Nolan
Samantha Norwood, 14, Flash Fiction, *Army Princess*, Teacher – Adina Hunter
Carly Patterson, 17, Poetry, *Us and Them*, Teacher – Scott Singer
Lily Powell, 13, Science Fiction/Fantasy, *Calypso*, Teacher – Ell Fanus
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Safa Saleh, 16, Personal Essay/Memoir, The Power of One’s Name, Teacher – Joan Guild
Raina Sparks, 13, Poetry, Because, Teacher – Alison Hawkes
Timothy St. Pierre, 17, Poetry, Pop Art Mary, Teacher – Allison Price
Liam Swift, 14, Short Story, Back Cove, Teacher – Molly McGrath

Silver Key

Thomas Ahn, 12, Short Story, Baekgu, Teacher – Maria Simpson
Cierra Anctil, 17, Personal Essay/Memoir, Growing Up with Math-A-Phobia, Living with Math-Intolerance, Teacher – Katie Reilly
Nolan Anderson, 13, Humor, Helicopter Mom Extraordinaire, Teacher – Anne Merkel
Joe Armstrong, 17, Flash Fiction, The Duel, Teacher – Allison Price
Joe Armstrong, 17, Poetry, The War Cry of a Minute Man, Teacher – Allison Price
Tayler Arsenault, 15, Flash Fiction, In Between, Teacher – Adina Hunter
John Auer, 14, Personal Essay/Memoir, My Evolution of Running, Teacher – Suzanne Langlois
Nicco Bartone, 14, Poetry, In the Eye of the Beholder, Teacher – Anne Merkel
Blakey Bessire, 17, Dramatic Script, On Why She is Pure, Teacher – Aimee Bessire
Laura Boutin, 14, Short Story, Stop and Remember, Teacher – Dale Cameron DesMeules
Kaleb Brackley-Prouty, 14, Personal Essay/Memoir, Loons of the Lake, Teacher – Anne Merkel
Claire Breger-Belsky, 16, Poetry, [untitled], Teacher – Jennifer Onken
Claire Breger-Belsky, 16, Poetry, The Girl with the Birds, Teacher – Jennifer Onken
Ella Briman, 12, Science Fiction/Fantasy, Ancient America, Teacher – Alison Hawkes
Ethan Broder, 15, Poetry, Mysteries of Vernacular, Teacher – Joan Guild
Claudia Buba, 18, Poetry, Inside The Life I Knew, Teacher – Molly McGrath
Rachel Burns, 13, Poetry, Frayed But Not Forgotten, Teacher – Holly Dana
Mallory Campbell, 17, Poetry, Bristle of Fingertips, Teacher – Kerry Herlihy
Emma Cohen, 14, Personal Essay/Memoir, Locked Memories, Soft Melodies, Teacher – Heidi Grant
Emma Collins, 12, Poetry, Pre-school Madeline, Teacher – Anne Merkel
Massimo Daul, 13, Flash Fiction, Dreaming While Awake, Teacher – Maria Simpson
Cloe DeCristoforo, 13, Flash Fiction, Letters, Teacher – Charlotte Agell
Liana Dudley Holland, 17, Flash Fiction, On Wasted Time, Teacher – John Goater
Liana Dudley Holland, 17, Flash Fiction, Time Capsule, Teacher – John Goater
Maryse Dushime, 16, Poetry, A Barrel Of Tears, Teacher – Molly McGrath
Delaina Ferrell, 15, Short Story, A Hoof Print on Her Heart, Teacher – Hugh Dwyer
Natalie Gale, 16, Critical Essay, Police Body Cameras: Implementation and Effectiveness, Teacher – Joel Shroeder
Katie Han, 14, Science Fiction/Fantasy, Blink of an Eye, Teacher – Suzanne Langlois
Kate Hansen, 18, Flash Fiction, Isabella’s Tree, Teacher – Joel Shroeder
Autumn Heil, 15, Poetry, Left Hand, Teacher – Kerry Herlihy
Riley Hemmings, 17, Personal Essay/Memoir, In Your Mind, Teacher – Barbara Waterman
Jacob Jordan, 16, Personal Essay/Memoir, A Slice of My Childhood, Teacher – Matthew Clement
Kade Kelley, 14, Personal Essay/Memoir, Me and My Piano, Teacher – Suzanne Langlois
Haley Landry, 15, Poetry, An Open Letter to Aphrodite, Teachers – Ryan Lowell & Tom Noonan
Emma Levy, 17, Short Story, Wake, Teacher – Molly McGrath
Matilda McColl, 14, Flash Fiction, *Hope*, Teacher – Kerry Herlihy
Michael McNeil, 13, Science Fiction/Fantasy, *Tell No One*, Teacher – Charlotte Agell
Najee McQueen, 13, Personal Essay/Memoir, *Cringe*, Teachers – Charlotte Agell & Ira Warshaw
Hope McSherry, 12, Poetry, *One in a Million*, Teacher – Anne Merkel
Harry Mellor, 13, Poetry, *A Reminder*, Teacher – Charlotte Agell
Marisa Mizzoni, 16, Flash Fiction, *Keys*, Teacher – Rebecca Murphy
Anevay Moody, 12, Short Story, *Walking Down Memory Lane*, Teacher – Susan Weber
Sarah Mount, 18, Writing Portfolio, *Sarah Mount*, Teacher – Elizabeth Coates
Amanda O’Connor, Science Fiction/Fantasy, *Jack the Brave*, Teachers – Kristin Chavonelle & Christopher Livengood
Nathaniel Rines, 17, Humor, *The Potonats*, Teacher – Colleen Madden
Grace Roberts, 15, Short Story, *Oranges*, Teacher – Lisa Melanson
Danika Sheline, 13, Personal Essay/Memoir, *Over the Rainbow*, Teacher – Susan Weber
Luca Siletti, 15, Short Story, *1948*, Teacher – Dale Cameron DesMeules
Henry Spritz, 14, Poetry, *Bodies Of Water*, Teacher – Molly McGrath
Tellie Stamaris, 12, Flash Fiction, *Darling, Never Grow Up*, Teacher – Holly Dana
Georgia Warren, 13, Short Story, *Lost*, Teacher – Merissa Beaulieu
Vic Wilbur, 17, Flash Fiction, *Never Alone*, Teacher – Nancy Raymond

**Honorable Mention**

Madison Argitis, 14, Flash Fiction, *Hidden Behind a Smile*, Teacher – Holly Dana
Joe Armstrong, 17, Short Story, *Pine Needles*, Teacher – Allison Price
Mary Balagna, 14, Flash Fiction, *The Innocence of Childhood Friendship*, Teacher – Scott Singer
Ella Beauregard, 12, Poetry, *Colors for the Cove*, Teacher – Anne Merkel
Sydney Billings, 13, Short Story, *Into the darkness*, Teacher – Holly Dana
Hali Bowden, 17, Personal Essay/Memoir, *My Brother the Confederate*, Teachers – Elizabeth Barker, Adina Hunter & Andrew Periale
Claire Breger-Belsky, 16, Science Fiction/Fantasy, *Nocturne*, Teacher – Jennifer Onken
Morgan Burgess, 15, Short Story, *The Long Way Home*, Teacher – Helen Onorato
Alexandra Burns, 16, Personal Essay/Memoir, Can A Tiger Change His Stripes?, Teacher – Janice Smith
Rachel Burns, 13, Personal Essay/Memoir, The Veil That Covers Our Eyes, Teacher – Holly Dana
Natalie Bushey, 16, Flash Fiction, An Unexpected Experience, Teacher – Joanne Lannin
Mallory Campbell, 17, Poetry, Have You Forgotten?, Teacher – Kerry Herlihy
Ronahn Clarke, 17, Dramatic Script, LinkMe, Teacher – Joanne Lannin
Natausha Cogley, 14, Short Story, The Night Before Halloween, Teacher – Timothy Straub
Jillian Cote, 13, Poetry, Fleeting Thoughts, An Angel on Earth, Paper Dolls, Teacher – Kris White
Josh Coyle, 18, Poetry, About Sailing, Teachers – Hannah Burroughs & Joan Guild
Liana Dudley Holland, 17, Short Story, A Dusty Piece of Sky, Teacher – John Goater
Taylor Dyer, 17, Poetry, I am One with the Ocean, Teacher – Joanne Lannin
Delaina Ferrell, 15, Short Story, The Replacement of Sadness and Silence, Teacher – Hugh Dwyer
William Ferros, 12, Humor, My Height Story, Teacher – Claire Ross
Reiley Fox, 16, Personal Essay/Memoir, Release, Teacher – Scott Singer
Jana Freedman, 16, Personal Essay/Memoir, Cranberry Orange Marmalade, Teacher – Erin Hill
Rohan Freedman, 14, Short Story, Life as a Lowell Mill Girl, Teacher – Winthrop Phillips
Natalie Gale, 16, Short Story, New Enterprise, Teacher – Joel Shroder
Natalie Gale, 16, Flash Fiction, Bluebirds, Teacher – Joel Shroder
Shanti Gallivan, 13, Personal Essay/Memoir, Torn In Half, Teachers – Charlotte Agell & Brad Martin
Maggie Gleason, 16, Journalism, The Unsafe Abortion Epidemic in India, Teacher – Mary Page
Elora Griswold, 15, Flash Fiction, The Boy's Flower Tree, Teacher – Heidi Grant
Elora Griswold, 15, Short Story, Illogical Color, Teacher – Heidi Grant
Lexi Haedrich, 13, Poetry, Flying, Teacher – Anne Merkel
Olivia Hall, 14, Short Story, Ups and Downs, Teacher – Timothy Straub
Rebecca Hamlen, 15, Flash Fiction, The First Storm, Teacher – Hannah Burroughs
Kate Hansen, 18, Flash Fiction, Potato Chips, Teacher – Joel Shroder
Kate Hansen, 18, Flash Fiction, Dirt, Teacher – Joel Shroder
Olivia Herson, 14, Dramatic Script, Mercy Lewis: The Story of a Face in a Crowd of Afflicted Salem Girls, Teacher – Adina Hunter
Trebor Hollingshead, 14, Short Story, The Ripple Effect, Teacher – Ell Fanus
Georgia Howe, 13, Flash Fiction, Velvet Blood and Crystal Tears, Teachers – Amelia Clukey & Wilbur Shardlow
Georgia Howe, 13, Journalism, Food Insecurity in America, Teacher – Amelia Clukey & Wilbur Shardlow
Jacob Jordan, 16, Journalism, 2015 American League East Preview, Teacher – Matthew Clement
Ethan Kimball, 16, Personal Essay/Memoir, Chaos, Teacher – Katie Reilly
Shannon Kindred, 17, Science Fiction/Fantasy, Deja Vu, Teacher – Colleen Madden
Haley Landry, 15, Poetry, Dear Hephæstus, Teachers – Ryan Lowell & Tom Noonan
Katie Larson, 13, Poetry, The Camp for Troubled Girls, "ish", Teacher – Anne Merkel
Katie Larson, 13, Personal Essay/Memoir, Large Marge and Kathy Take Yarmouth, Teacher – Anne Merkel
Maria Vitória Marques, 17, Critical Essay, Slavery: Legacy and Change, Teacher – Barbara Waterman
Sam O'Donnell, 13, Personal Essay/Memoir, To Sit Alone, Teacher – Charlotte Agell
Erica Olivencia, 15, Poetry, You Had a Bad Dream, Teachers – Debra Butterfield & Joe Klofas
Lily Oliver, 16, Poetry, Of Tender Thoughts, Teachers – Rachel Tinervin & Jenna Yeomelakis
Audrey Pantaz, 12, Personal Essay/Memoir, Bread, Practice Makes Perfect, Teacher – Peg Acheson
Anthony Radzimirski, 14, Short Story, Syria, Teacher – Dale Cameron DesMeules
Hannah Richardson, 13, Poetry, Heroes, Teacher – Lynn Bonsey
Grace Roberts, 15, Personal Essay/Memoir, To The Place Where Burned Things Go, Teacher – Lisa Melanson
Grace Roberts, 15, Personal Essay/Memoir, Brain Bleeds, Carotid Endarterectomies, and Starving, Teacher – Lisa Melanson
Elizabeth Sevigny, 14, Poetry, Gravitational, Teacher – Holly Dana
Elizabeth Sevigny, 14, Poetry, Uprooted, Teacher – Heidi Grant
Annie Sillin, 12, Poetry, Second Chances, Teacher – Holly Dana
Victoria Simons, 17, Poetry, The Wedding, Snow Angels, Earnest Reality, Fairy Tales Unlived, Teacher – Adina Hunter & Andrew Periale
Sydnie Sirois, 17, Poetry, Beautiful Predator, Teacher – Joe Klofas
Raina Sparks, 13, Critical Essay, Islamic Prejudice: A People Persecuted, Teacher – Alison Hawkes
Chloe Talbert, 15, Poetry, Chloe’s Corner, Teacher – Timothy Straub
Dionna Taylor, 14, Personal Essay/Memoir, Broken, Teacher – Scott Singer
Louisa Thompson, 12, Poetry, Memories of a Place, Teacher – Charlotte Agell
Evelyn Turnbaugh, 16, Poetry, A Cursed Ring, Teacher – Barbara Waterman
Evelyn Turnbaugh, 16, Personal Essay/Memoir, A Cursed Ring, Teacher – Barbara Waterman
Caitlynn Warren, 12, Flash Fiction, Forever Watching, Teacher – Thomas Burby
Amelia Watt, 12, Critical Essay, Mockingbirds, Teachers – Charlotte Agell & Mike Hagerty
Tristan Winchester, 13, Science Fiction/Fantasy, Apocalypse, Teacher – Charlotte Agell

Congratulations Award Winners!